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The Long Journey Home – Fall, 2017 
Patterns for Writing 
 
May I suggest that you try your hand at writing in response to your reading? This is only a suggestion. After all, 
with no grades or tests no one can compel you. But, I can guarantee that your enjoyment of The Odyssey will be 
fuller and more meaningful for you if you do write in response to what you are reading. Writing will make your 
reading more active because you will be engaging with the material in a variety of ways. This writing can take any 
form with which you feel comfortable. Some students like writing in response to quotes. Others write about themes 
or images which impressed them. Others like to try poetry or fiction. I offer these examples in the hope that seeing 
that I practice what I preach will move you to try out the suggestion. 

 
One model you might try is to take a few lines from The Odyssey and write about the imagery, 
ideas, sound, or some other aspect that moves, amuses, puzzles or upsets you.  
 
Book 1:  (A)     
 

(A) “…With that promise, 
                                   off and away Athena the bright-eyed goddess flew 
                                   like a bird in soaring flight 
                                   but left his spirit filled wiyj nerve and courage 
                                   charged with his father’s memory more than ever now...” 
                                   Fagles, 367-371, pages 87 & 88 
 
 The image of the bird rustling had always caught my eye before but this time the 
connection between new spirit and new dream seemed to be at the core of the emerging changes 
in Telemakhos. The new spirit prompts a new dream, so that Telemakhos marvels and divines 
that a god has been his guest. Fitzgerald’s choices were so perfect. “Marvel” and “divining” 
seem the perfect verbs for Telemakhos at this point. Telemakhos could have been spellbound or 
in awe, but the actions Homer implies suggests the necessity of reacting to the divine touch. The 
Greeks have an old saying “With Athena, your own hand must move.” The offering of spirit 
doesn’t guarantee success but responding to the spirit insures change. First the inspiration, but 
human action must follow. The inspiration is as fleeting as the beating of wings, as transitory as 
flight but in the deeds that follows understanding comes, change begins. 
 
  (B)  “… Why fault the bard if he sings the Argives’ harsh fate? 
                                               It’s always the latest song, the one that echoes last 
                                               in the listeners’ ears, that people praise the most…” 
                                               Fagles 402-404, page 89 
 
 What a superb image. The hint that something new is praise worthy is what stirred a 
reaction in me. It made me think of someone starting something never tried before. I think 
Homer might be saying the song that provokes a deep or transforming reaction is the one that 
sounds like a beginning, a new dawning. The suitors are blind to the spirit the poet offers. They 
smile and enjoy the song without ever realizing that, for Telemachus, poetry that poetry has 
become a call to action. We see that it has been that for Telemachus because it becomes obvious 
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this is the instant when he first begins to address Penelope as if he were assuming his adult role. 
And Homer doesn’t ever imply anyone being dominant or submissive. It’s a moment every 
parent longs for, but also feels bittersweet about—that initial expression a child has when he or 
she has that initial realization of responsibility and caring. The love Penelope expresses by 
obeying Telemachus gives him the strength to go on testing his new spirit. 
 
  (C)  “…He spread the doors of his snug, well-made room, 
                                               Sat down on the bed and pulled his shirt soft shirt off, 
                                               Tossed it into the old woman’s conscientious hands, 
      And after folding it neatly, patting it smooth, 
      She hung it up on a peg beside his corded bed, 
      Then padded from the bedroom…” 
      Fagles 497-502, page 91 
 
 Old habits die hard. Book one ends with this touching picture of unspoken love. 
Telemachus has decided to act, has for the first time seen the necessity of responding to the 
divine spirit he feels stirring within him, but he does not yet see how that reaction needs to infuse 
the ordinary. Eurycleia shows him the way. Her loving performance of a customary duty points 
directly to what Telemachus must still do. She shows him that the heroic is made possible by the 
ordinary routine of action. To sit idly by simply waiting will insure disappointment. Inertia 
breeds the lifeless, listless boy who complains but is powerless to do. Telemachus must see that a 
routine of new deeds will generate his emerging abilities to act, to move, to change, and perhaps 
to succeed. Ironically, she represents both the door blocking entry to his adulthood and also the 
person who might provide the key by which he can open the door. 
 

Another way you might write is to use an idea, image, or problem in one of our readings as the inspiration for a 
poem. Here are three that I wrote in response to The Odyssey. 
 
Penelope’s Secret 
 
You didn’t ask, 
But I must tell you  
One night on the dark stair to my room  
I hesitated, turned and saw, not greed or even lust 
For what was another’s 
But the simple ache of love in Eurymakhos’ eye. 
 
He visited not my arms but my dreams. 
Where we walked along the shore 
Gazed into each other’s eyes 
Whispered tender words. 
I, too, even with my cautious weaving 
Hungered for touch, and sweet embracing. 
 
Can you understand what it meant 
Twenty years after Helen  
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To rouse a young man’s desire? 
 
Like our bed, my love stands rooted to the ground. 
But restless nights awaken remembrance. 
If, on such a night, I cling to you and cry 
Just hold me. And how much more I’ll love you 
Because you don’t ask why 
 
Odysseus Tells His Dream: 
 
In night’s blackness I walk deserted streets.  
Here and there flickering lights hint that others stir.  
From the mountain, a long walk beckons.  
Later, looking back, I see the town collapsed  
To gleaming embers against the distant hillside. 
  
Searching for a break in the rock wall by the road side,  
I glimpse a secret ledge. 
From there I study the sky’s progress from jet to lapis until,  
Behind the eastern mountains, flecks of gold appear. 
  
Eagles trumpet Dawn’s coming but, from the valley,  
Donkeys’ brays echo against rock;   
Sad bells tolling their austere progress.  
  
Finally light. Then, between earth and sky, I soar. 
 
Circe’s’s Lament 
 
What madness made me shield you from their song; 
Whispering mysteries to let you pass them by unharmed? 
As you coiled in those ropes, 
You recognized my words, didn’t you? 
Who else could have recalled our secret pleasures; 
The twilight hours when honeyed kisses wiped memory from your mind? 
 
Will you tell her that you ached for me each night?  
That my name shaped your dreams,  
And my touch your desires? 
Will you reveal how you sweated when you seized me; 
That darkness became our season of bliss? 
 
Or will you tell her only of your morning tears? 
And how each dawn sharpened longing for her? 
 
I hope it seared to hear the Sirens howl our joys, 
As it burns me now to gaze out across the brimless sea 
And let my ageless heart sense for an eye’s blink  
Something of what yearning is. 
 


